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Abstract
A brain-computer interface (BCI) is an augmentative communication mech
anism that does not rely on peripheral nerves or muscles. Current BCIs are
error prone and slow with error rates of 10 to 30% and transmission rates of
10-25 bits/min, however, error recovery and correction in BCI has largely been
neglected. The focus of this thesis is the development of a method to automat
ically recover errors in BCI using the P3 brain signal for response verification.
The existence of the P3 signal in responses to controlled goal items is shown
in an evoked potential BCI used to control items in a virtual apartment. A
reduced response exists when items are accidentally controlled. Offline experi
ments were run, and with a theoretical mean improvement in accuracy from 78%
to 85%, there was a statistically significant improvement (P < 0.008, Wilcoxon
signed rank test) in accuracy of 3% using a correlation algorithm for P3 sig
nal detection on responses. The presence of the P3 signal in responses to goal
items indicates it can be used for automatic error recovery without requiring
additional time, which will improve the speed and accuracy of brain-computer
interfaces.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) are communication and control mechanisms
that do not rely on peripheral nerves and muscles [84]. As with all non-perfect
information transfer mechanisms BCIs suffer from errors [71]. However, error
recovery and correction in BCI has largely been neglected. This thesis describes
a method to improve BCI accuracy by automatically recovering errors based
on brain signals that occur when the computer provides feedback to a user's
selection.
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy, and
spinal cord injury are a few neuromuscular disorders that can completely para
lyze individuals but not affect their brains. If restorative treatments are ineffec
tive, the afflicted may live many years with life support systems and twenty-four
hour care, but without the ability to communicate or control their environment
through normal means. These individuals are locked-in to their bodies [84].
Depending upon the individuals' afflictions, there are three options avail
able for communication and control. First, they may use remaining voluntary
muscle control for communication. Some paralyzed people retain control of eye
movements, which they can use to answer simple questions or control word
processing programs with eye tracking. Second, neural pathways may be recon
nected around the break to control healthy muscle. Electromyographic (EMG)
signals from muscles unaffected by spinal cord injury can control paralyzed mus
cles. Finally, if muscular movement is nonexistent, the locked-in individual may
employ a direct brain communication mechanism to communicate and control
the environment using a computer [83].
The majority of BCI research is rooted in the electrical activity generated
by the neurons firing in the brain, electroencephalogram (EEG), because this
activity has been throughly studied in cognitive psychology since its discovery by
Hans Berger in 1929 [46]. In addition, EEG is fast and cost effective compared
to other brain imaging methods (fMRI, SPECT, MEG, etc.); though, it only
provides aggregate information on neuronal activity.
Over the past two decades the utility of BCI has been demonstrated using
different brain signals, to varying degrees of success, in spelling applications
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[24, 9, 53], cursor control [79, 80, 84, 63], virtual environment control [7, 62],
games [30, 36], and hand orthosis and direct muscle control by stimulation
[55, 61].
Current BCIs are error prone and slow with error rates of 10 to 30% and
transmission rates of 10-25 bits/min [57, 83]. Comparatively, a mediocre typist
can achieve 750 bits/min (30 words/min). Error recovery and correction in BCI
has largely been neglected even though a modest gain from recovery can achieve
significant improvements in accuracy and bandwidth. The lack of error recovery
methods may be due to BCI's infancy as a field and the neglect of performance
errors in cognitive psychology [43], which has resulted in a minimal set of error
theories available for application in BCI.
Two types of errors occur in BCI: selecting the incorrect choice and missing
the correct choice [53], these are also referred to as false positive and false
negative errors respectively. Improved signal recognition has increased BCI
accuracy, however, high error rates persist. Some methods of error recovery
are: a manual undo choice [52], requiring the user to manually validate the
selection with response verification (RV) [82], and detecting the Error-Related
Negativity (ERN) [15] or error potential [71] brain signals for automatic response
verification.
These techniques have various disadvantages. The manual techniques, undo
and RV, slow the overall transmission speed of the BCI and require more choices
to be ignored when no errors are present. The automatic techniques, ERN and
error potential, do not reduce the speed of the BCI; however, the ERN has
only been detected with physical movement (it occurs when the user realizes
a mistake was made, such as pressing an incorrect button). In addition, it is
unclear what the error potential represents and more experimentation is needed
to prove its robustness across individuals and tasks.
For many BCIs, false positive and false negative errors are diametrically op
posed because reducing the number of incorrect selections increases the number
of incorrect rejections and vice versa. In most cases, it is better to reduce the
number of incorrect selections at the expense of incorrect rejections because re
covering incorrect selections can be more frustrating as the user must correct the
error, while incorrect rejections only require the user to wait for the appropriate
choice to be presented again [53]. If automatic error recovery is employed the
number of incorrect rejections can be minimized without frustrating the user
because incorrect selections are recovered without user involvement.
This thesis presents a new error recovery technique that addresses the disad
vantages of current techniques and the difficulty of minimizing these diametric
error types. The new technique automatically rejects selections when the P3
brain signal is not present in a response to a selection. Conversely, the the se
lection is accepted if the P3 signal is present in the response a response is the
feedback from a computer when the user makes a selection, e.g. in a spelling
application, if choice
'b' is selected the computer displays the letter 'b' to the
user, which is the response to the selection.
In the second chapter the broad background required for brain-computer
interfacing is covered. The physical and functional anatomy of the brain is
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presented. Different electrical signals beneficial to BCI are overviewed and the
BCIs that utilize them are presented. Brain imaging in general is touched
upon and EEG is discussed in depth. Finally, BCI errors and performance
measurement in bit/rate are explained.
The third chapter is a review of current error recovery strategies. Choice
organization's impact on the occurrence of errors is discussed. Manual recovery
strategies, undo and manual response verification, along with the automatic
recovery strategies, using the brain signals ERN and the error potential, are
presented with their advantages and disadvantages in BCI.
The fourth chapter details the automatic error recovery method using the
P3 signal for response verification and the results of an offline experiment using
this method in a P3 based BCI controlling a virtual apartment. With a theoret
ical mean improvement in accuracy from 78% to 85%, there was a statistically
significant improvement (P < 0.008, Wilcoxon signed rank test) in accuracy of
3% using a correlation algorithm for P3 signal detection on responses.
The fifth chapter describes the chess BCI platform for experimentation de
veloped to address the limitations of the virtual reality (VR) apartment offline
data analysis study. The platform provides an engaging environment that re
quires 100% accuracy and is a novel alternative to the traditional BCI speller
applications. In addition, a collaboration with researchers at the Institute of
Medical Psychology and Behavioral Neurobiology (IMPBN) at the University of
Tubingen in Tubingen, Germany to use the chess BCI for one of their patients
is reviewed.
The final chapter concludes this work.
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Chapter 2
Brain-Computer Interfaces
(BCIs)
A brain-computer interface (BCI) is a communication and control mechanism
that does not rely on peripheral nerves and muscles [84]. Fundamentally, BCI
is a system to record functional activity directly from the brain, recognize the
activity recorded, and control a device based on the activity recognized, see
Figure 2.1.
Ideally, brain imaging to record functional brain activity should be fast, fine
grained, and nonencumbering for effective real-time device control. Practically,
brain imaging devices today only partially fulfill these three constraints. Mag-
netoencephalography (MEG) is fast and fine grained, but requires a room full
of equipment and the subject must remain still. Functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) is fine grained, but requires a large machine that cannot be
moved, and is slow in recording activity. Electroencephalography (EEG) is fast,
inexpensive, and the subject is allowed a limited range of movement, however,
it only records aggregate neuronal activity. Among these choices, EEG is the
de facto standard in BCI research because it is inexpensive and the activity
recorded by EEG is backed by seventy-five years of research experience, while
MEG and fMRI are relatively new and expensive technologies.
Recognition of brain activity is limited by the accuracy of the brain imag
ing technique used and confounded by the cacophony in the brain itself. Many
algorithms have been employed to increase the classification rate of EEG BCIs.
These methods include simple linear methods, such as averaging EEG signals
over multiple trials of the same stimulus [25], as well as correlations between
individual trials and predetermined subject averages [6]. Machine learning al
gorithms have been used to improve BCI accuracy with techniques such as
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) for the reduction of artifacts [34] and
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for increasing overall accuracy [42].
BCIs have been used to control various devices such as a hand orthosis
(a brace that moves and positions the hand) and an electrical muscle simulator
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Figure 2.1: General BCI framework proposed by Mason and Birch [40]. Shows the flow of
information from the brain to the device and feedback from the device to the person.
[55, 61]. BCI has also been used in computer applications for spelling [24, 9, 53],
cursor control [79, 80, 84, 63], games [30, 36], and virtual environment control
[7, 62]. Currently BCI is limited by its transmission rate of 10-25 bits/min and
error rate of 10-30% [57, 83],
BCI is an interdisciplinary field combining research in cognitive neuroscience,
signal processing, and computer science. This chapter covers the broad back
ground required for brain-computer interfacing. The physical and functional
anatomy of the brain is described with specific focus on aspects important in
EEG BCI. Brain imaging methods are discussed and EEG is detailed in depth
including the benefits of different electrical signals and the BCIs that utilize
them. Finally, measuring BCI performance in bit/rate is explained.
2.1 The Physical Brain
The adult human brain contains 100 billion neurons spread through the cere
brum, cerebellum, limbic system, and brain stem shown in Figure 2.2 [77]. The
most important structure to brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) is the cerebrum's
outer four millimeters (mm) of tissue called the cerebral cortex, which contains
20 billion neurons [77] generating the electrical activity that drives the typical
electroencephalogram (EEG) BCI.
There are many different types of neurons in the central nervous system
(brain and spinal cord) varying in diameter (0.004 mm to 0.1 mm), length (0.15
mm to 2 meters), and shape, among other attributes. The two main neuron
classes in the cerebral cortex are pyramidal cells (pyramid-shaped) and stellate
cells (star-shaped) [39, 77]. Pyramidal cells are longer than stellate cells and
are oriented to form a dipole layer projecting electrical activity to the cortical
surface, which is used in an EEG BCI [26]. Neurons consist of three main
structures: the soma, dendrites, and axon depicted in Figure 2.3.
The soma is the neuron's cell body and contains typical cell structures such
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Limbic
System
Figure 2.2: Brain Structures: cerebrum, cerebellum, limbic system, and brain stem. Used
with permission [3].
as a nucleus, mitochondria, and ribosomes. Dendrites branch from the soma
forming a tree shape. The dendrites are the inputs into the neuron and are
covered with many synapses, which are the input points. The axon is the
neuron's output. Unlike the branches formed by dendrites, the axon has a
single connection to the soma called the axon hillock. The axon resembles a long
thread with frayed ends. The ends of the axon form synapses with dendrites
where information is transfered [39].
The dendrites and axons of different neurons stop short of touching each
other at the synapse. Instead, a gap is formed called the synaptic cleft and
the electrical impulse that travels through the axon is converted to a chemical
signal that traverses the gap and is converted back to an electrical impulse by
the receiving dendrite [39].
Neurons are the brain's decision makers, forming intricate webs with each
other giving rise to the brains processing power. Each neuron may have 1,000 to
10,000 connections with neurons in their immediate area or far parts of the brain
[4, 77]. When a neuron receives input an electrical potential is created, when
this potential reaches a threshold the neuron 'fires', sending an electrical impulse
down its axon towards other neurons. A neuron can excite other neurons to fire
or inhibit other neurons from firing using this process. [39, 45]
Neuroscientists have shown that groups of neurons will fire in the same
location on the cerebral cortex based on function. This has given rise to the
functional map of the brain shown in Figure 2.4. In the functional map, the
brain is divided into four lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal [39],
The frontal lobe extends from behind the eyes to the top of the head and
is responsible for analysis, planning, decisions, movement and motor skills, lan
guage production, and emotions. The parietal lobe extends from the frontal lobe
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Figure 2.3: Projection neuron showing information flow. Used with permission [27].
to about where the skull begins to steeply slope downwards and is responsible
for body location and is the receiver of sensory information from the body. The
occipital lobe extends from the parietal lobe to the back of the head and sits
above the cerebellum. The occipital lobe is responsible for processing visual in
formation and has a direct link with the eyes. Finally, the temporal lobe extends
along both sides of the head parallel to the ears and touches all three of the
other lobes. The temporal lobe is involved with speech comprehension, recog
nizing objects, scenes, and faces, and maintaining autobiographical information
in conjunction with the frontal lobe [65, 37],
2.2 Measuring Brain Activity
There are a variety of imaging devices that can be used for BCI. These de
vices include electroencephalogram (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG),
positron emission tomography (PET) , and functional magnetic resonance imag
ing (fMRI) described in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.4: The brain's functional lobes. Used with permission [27]
Table 2.1: Brain imaging methods that can be used for BCI [27].
Method Description
Electroencephalography (EEG) Maps general brain activity using scalp
electrodes.
Magnetoencephalography
(MEG)
Measures magnetic fields generated by
electrical currents at cell level.
Positron Emission Tomography
(PET)
The subject ingests radioactive tagged
glucose. After the glucose enters the
blood stream the PET machine measures
the concentrations of glucose, which cor
responds to the brain's active areas.
Single-Photon Emission Com
puted Tomography (SPECT)
Similar to PET, but with poorer spatial
resolution because it only measures a sin
gle photon.
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Method Description
Functional Magnetic Resonance Based on Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Imaging (fMRI) (MRI) technology. fMRI can detect oxy
gen levels in blood to show variations in
neural activity without ingesting radioac
tive markers.
Figure 2.5 depicts spatial resolutions for different brain imaging techniques.
Computer Tomography (CT) scans are the most fined grained, approximately
0.3 mm to 1 mm. Unfortunately, CT uses X-rays to scan the brain, which can
damage cells. In addition, it does not provide functional information about
the brain's activity. EEG provides a good functional map of the overall brain
activity but has poor spatial resolution, ranging from 26.6 mm to 35.3 mm.
Neurons'
widths range from 0.004 mm (granule cell) to 0.1 mm (motor neuron)
[77].
(a) CT Scan [19] (b) MRI (33] (c) fMRI (d) SPECT [19
(e) PET [73] (f) PET/MRI
(Multi-Modal) [81]
(g) MEG
(Superimposed
MRI) [27]
(h) EEG
Figure 2.5: Example brain scans depicting spatial resolution. Computer Tomography (CT)
is an X-ray imaging technique that does not provide functional information. Used with per
mission.
Figure 2.6 compares imaging
methods'
spatial resolution to temporal res
olution. MEG provides the best spatial and temporal resolution, however, it
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requires a room full of expensive monitoring equipment and the subject's head
cannot move during the recording. While EEG spatial resolution is poor, it
has very good temporal resolution, which is important when translating rapidly
changing brain activity to
users'desires. EEG signals are widely used in BCI re
search because they are fast temporally, inexpensive and less cumbersome than
other methods (MEG, fMRI, SPECT, and PET require a room full of equip
ment) , and non-invasive (the user wears a cap of electrodes) [27] . In addition.
EEG signals can easily be combined with other techniques, such as fMRI, for
BCI systems that require fine grained spatial resolution. For these reasons most
BCI research, including this thesis, focuses on EEG.
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Figure 2.6: Spatial (mm) vs Temporal (sec) Resolutions for Brain Graphing Methods. Used
with permission [27].
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2.3 Recording EEG Activity
This section details recording EEG from the scalp, known as surface EEG. To
record EEG four types of equipment are required: electrodes, an operational-
amplifier, an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, and a computer. The electrodes
acquire analog electrical signals from the scalp, which are then sent to the
operational-amplifier for amplification. After amplification the signal is digitized
by the A/D converter and transfered to a computer where they are interpreted
in real-time using signal processing algorithms or stored for later processing.
In BCI literature, interpreting signals for communication and control while the
subject is using the BCI is referred to as online, while processing stored signals
is referred to as offline.
As described in Section 2.1, when neurons fire they generate electrical activ
ity that summates in the scalp. This electrical activity creates different electrical
voltages (potentials) on the scalp, which are detected by electrodes. The volt
ages on the scalp from the neuron firing is very small, typically at most 50 /J.V,
and needs to be increased to the sensitivity range of the A/D converter, which
is usually 0.5 V to 10 V before further processing.
The scalp voltage is increased to the A/D converter's range with an opera
tional amplifier, which is similar to an audio amplifier found in car and home
theater systems. Amplifiers increase the voltage by a multiplicative constant
called gain, as shown in Equation 2.1 where U, is the input voltage, g is the
gain, and V0 is the amplified output voltage.
V0 = Vt x g (2.1)
For example, a typical EEG amplifier gain is 50,000. Given an input of
10 fiV the output will be 500,000 uY, which is 0.5 V, and within the range of
an A/D converter.
The electrical potentials on the scalp are analog signals that need to be
converted to digital representations for a computer to process them. Converting
an analog signal to digital form is called sampling, because the continuous analog
signal is sampled (recorded) at discrete time intervals. Two important aspects
of analog to digital conversion are the sampling rate and resolution.
The sampling rate indicates how often the A/D converter samples the contin
uous signal. This rate is represented in units ofHertz (Hz), which are 1/seconds.
If the sampling rate is 128 Hz, then the signal is sampled 128 times a second.
The faster the sampling rate the more accurate the signal will be represented
in digital form. The Nyquist theorem states the highest frequency that can be
accurately reconstructed without error is half the sampling rate. In other words,
to represent an analog signal without error in digital form the signal must be
sampled at least twice its frequency [26]. As shown in Section 2.4, brain signals
have frequencies up to 30 Hz. To accurately represent 30 Hz beta signals in
digital form the Nyquist theorem states the signal must be sampled at least at
60 Hz (2 x 30 Hz). If the beta signal is sampled at less then 60 Hz false frequency
components will appear in the reconstructed signal. The false frequency error
resulting from sampling too slow is called aliasing.
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The A/D converter's resolution also contributes to its accuracy in repre
senting the signal in digital form. Resolution is given in bits a bit is the
fundamental unit of binary computing and can either be a 0 or 1. A resolution
of 12 bits represents a signal using 4,096 points
(212
= 4,096), a resolution of 16
bits has 65,536 points, and a resolution of 2 bits has 4 points. The resolution
points are evenly spread across the A/D's voltage output range and indicate
the precision of the signal's recording, which is a practical consideration when
comparing signals.
For example, an A/D converter with 12 bit resolution and output range
5 V to 5 V measures the signal in 0.002 Volt increments (10 V total range,
4,096 points, 10 V/4096 = 0.002 V) An A/D converter with 16 bit resolution
and output range -5 V to 5 V measures the signal in 0.0001 Volt increments
(10 V/65536 = 0.0001 V). The choice of resolution is based on the fidelity the
BCI signal processing requires.
2.3.1 Electrodes
Electrodes conduct the electrocortical potentials from the scalp to an amplifier.
Surface EEG electrodes are 8 to 9 mm in diameter and are composed of silver-
silver chloride (Ag/AgCl), gold, or tin [26]. Needle electrodes are generally not
used for BCI as they are uncomfortable for the subject, may cause infection,
and have poor recording quality [66]. Throughout this thesis
'electrode'
refers
to surface electrode unless otherwise stated.
Electrodes are cup-shaped to hold electrolytic paste or gel depending on how
they are affixed to the scalp. The electrolytic paste and gel aid the conductivity
of the electrodes and help prevent motion artifact. For good quality recordings,
the electrodes must be firmly attached to the scalp and the electrode impedance
should between 100 and 5,000 Q (Ohms) [26].
Impedance is the resistance to current flow. If the impedance between the
electrode and scalp is high, the brain's electrical activity will not be conducted
through the electrodes properly and large differences in impedances between
electrodes favors 60 Hz noise [26], see Section 2.3.5. Electrode impedance is mea
sured by sending a weak alternating current through one electrode and recording
it from a second electrode. With proper electrode application impedances can
be reduced to less than 3,000 ft [64],
Only meters specifically designed to test scalp electrode impedances should
be used. Impedance meters designed to test electrical circuits may send a large
painful current to the patient, and can also polarize the paste or gel changing
their conductive properties [26].
2.3.2 Electrode placement
The International 10-20 System ofElectrode Placement [32], seen in Figure 2.7(a),
was developed in 1958 by electroencephalographers to compare data using a
common terminology and reference system, and defines the placement of twenty-
one electrodes on the scalp. The system's name derives from the equal spacing
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of electrodes 10% and 20% of the distance between skull landmarks [29].
The electrode position names consist of a letter followed by a number.
The letter indicates the structural lobe below the electrode: Frontal, Central,
Parietal, Occipital, and Temporal. Numbers indicate if the electrode is left,
right, or on the midline. Odd numbers indicate left, even numbers indicate
right, and
'z' for 0 indicates on the midline. The system uses every other odd
and even number starting with three and four to leave room for additional elec
trode placements.
For example, from Figure 2.7(a), 01 is on the left side of the head over the
occipital lobe, and Cz is the position at the very top of the head over the central
lobe on the medial line of the left and right cerebral hemispheres.
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Figure 2.7: International 10-20 System of Electrode Placement, (a) Top view showing the 21
electrode positions, (b) Side view showing electrode positions at 10 and 20% of the distance
between the nasion and inion measured over the top of the head. Used with permission [27].
2.3.3 Reference and Bipolar Recordings
EEG measures the potential difference (voltage) between two electrodes, i.e. the
electrical signal from one electrode is subtracted from the other. In a bipolar
recording, the two electrodes both measure cortical activity. In a reference
recording, one electrode measures cortical activity while the other is placed on
a body part without cortical activity, such as an earlobe. When recording in
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reference all electrodes measuring cortical activity are linked to a single reference
electrode [64].
2.3.4 Grounding
Equipment and subjects must be properly grounded during EEG recordings
for safety and to reduce noise [64]. A bony protuberance, such as the mastoid
behind the ear, should be connected with an electrode to the EEG amplifiers
electrode ground jack.
2.3.5 Artifacts
Artifacts are non-cerebral activity in the EEG that may masquerade as brain
activity and otherwise obscure real brain activity. Artifacts appear because of
the large amplification required to measure electrical brain activity, and may
be technological or physiological in nature. The following is a list of the major
artifacts that may occur when performing BCI experiments [66].
Technical artifacts
Electrode Improperly attached electrodes and faulty wires can cause
artifacts. An impedance checker should be used to verify that electrodes
are properly attached. Electrode impedances should be less than 5,000 fl
[64].
Faulty and partially broken wires are difficult to diagnose as they may
intermittently cause artifacts. Faulty wires may be identified by looking at
the activity in nearby electrodes; because EEG measures the potential field
across the head, electrodes near each other should show similar activity,
dissimilar activity may be a result of technical artifacts [64],
60 Hz interference Nearby electrical equipment and power lines can
induce rhythmic 60 Hz cycles (50 Hz in Europe) from alternating cur
rent (AC) power. Proper grounding of the subject and equipment can
reduce this interference. In addition, amplifiers typically have 60/50 Hz
notch filters that remove this noise before amplification [64].
Ground loop - 60 Hz interference that occurs when a ground electrode is
shorted to an active electrode [64].
Physiological artifacts
Oculography - Eye movement and blinking can generate spikes of 200 to
400 fiV, which travel posteriorly. Eye electrical activity recordings, elec-
trooculargram (EOG), are used to differentiate eye activity from cerebral
activity. EOG is typically recorded from electrodes above and below the
center of the eye, or above the eye and on the outer canthus [66]. In BCI,
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experimenters will generally reject trials with amplitudes greater than 50-
90 fiV when classifying activity to account for electrooculargram (EOG)
artifact. Alternatively, regression algorithms may be used to remove eye
artifacts from trials that would otherwise be rejected [72].
Muscle - Muscle contractions, such as talking, jaw clenching, and chewing,
generate electrical activity, which may be seen in EEG [26]. Electrical
muscle activity, electromyogram (EMG), is dominant in the 50 to 150 Hz
frequency range and peaks at 5 mV [38, 18]. A lowpass filter is used to
reduce muscle artifacts if the cerebral activity of interest is low enough.
Cardiac Electrical activity from the heart, electrocardiogram (ECG),
can appear in EEG. Pulse waves caused by electrodes over blood vessels
and ballistocardiographic artifact caused by a subject's rocking movement
when the heart beats may appear in the EEG [64].
Perspiration Salt in perspiration creates a "salt bridge'' between elec
trodes that decreases inter-electrode impedances causing shorts. Perspi
ration may also separate the electrode from the scalp overtime [66, 26].
Motion Head and body movement may move the leads and contacts,
which causes wide wave artifacts. This can be corrected by asking the
subject not to move [26, 66].
2.4 Electroencephalogram (EEG)
Electroencephalogram (EEG) is the recording of electrical activity from the
brain, discovered in humans by Hans Berger (1873-1941) in 1929 [46]. The
electrical activity generated from neurons firing, Section 2.1, summates on the
human scalp. Using EEG recording equipment, Section 2.3, this electrical ac
tivity can be recognized and utilized in brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). This
section reviews the signals generated by the brain, where they are recorded on
the scalp, their functional significance, and their use in BCI.
2.4.1 Rhythmic Brain Activity
Rhythmic brain waves were the first brain signals discovered by Hans Berger
[46] . Rhythmic brain waves are brain signals that occur continuously and repeat
in amplitude, frequency, and waveform [26]. These rhythmic signals are divided
into frequency ranges named after Greek letters: delta 5, theta 8, alpha a, and
beta j3, see Figure 2.8. The mapping of Greek letters and frequency ranges
follows their chronological discovery, not a logical increasing in frequency.
Alpha
The alpha rhythm ranges between 8 and 13 Hz in normal adults and is dis
tributed over the occipital, posterior temporal, and parietal areas. The wave-
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Figure 2.8: Delta, Theta, Alpha, and Beta rhythmic EEG frequency ranges. Used with
permission [27].
forms are monomorphic (regular in shape) with sharp points at the top or bot
tom, or sinusoidal. Alpha's amplitude is variable, but averages 50 /jM [26].
Alpha activity is typically constant in its frequency in individual subjects,
but varies across subjects, and may decrease by 1 Hz or more with drowsiness.
It increases for a short duration after eye closure, and is blocked by eye opening,
i.e. its amplitude significantly decreases. Its frequency should be the same in
both hemispheres at any given time, while the amplitude may differ between
the two hemispheres [26].
The alpha rhythm's purpose is unknown; though, the posterior distribution,
eye opening and closing influence on the wave, and other characteristics indicate
it is "integrated with the visual system function and possibly represents activity
which appears in absence of specific input to that system [26]."
The rhythm is named 'alpha' for purely historical reasons. When Hans
Burger made his measurements he named the first rhythm he identified 'alpha'
after the first letter in the Greek alphabet: a [46].
Beta
The beta rhythm's frequency band is between 13 and 30 Hz and appears in three
main types frontal, widespread, and posterior which vary in distribution
and reactivity. These three beta patterns disappear in sleep, but frontal and
widespread activity remain longer than alpha activity during drowsiness when
beta becomes more dominant. Beta rhythm amplitude is typically lower than
alpha amplitude, seldom exceeding 30 uN [26]. Beta activity greater than 30 Hz
is often referred to as gamma activity.
The most common type of beta rhythm is distributed frontally and extends
into the central regions. This beta rhythm may be blocked by movement, in
tention to move, and tactile stimulation [26].
Widespread beta rhythm appears over the majority of the head and is not
blocked by any stimulus [26].
Posterior beta rhythm is also known as fast alpha variant because it is located
in the same area as the alpha rhythm, is blocked the same as alpha rhythms, and
intermixes, alternates, and replaces alpha rhythms. In addition, its frequency
is usually twice alpha's frequency (16-20 Hz) [26].
The beta rhythm's purpose is unknown, but the "blocking mechanism of
frontal beta suggests a relationship between this type of beta rhythm and sen
sorimotor functions of the underlying cortex
[26]."
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Mu
The mu rhythm's frequency band is between 7 and 11 Hz and appears in the
central and centroparietal regions as arch-shaped trains lasting a few seconds.
Mu rhythms are more apparent during alpha blocking because mu and alpha
rhythms overlap in frequency range [26].
Similar to beta rhythms, the mu rhythm is blocked by both voluntary and
involuntary movement, intention to move, and tactile stimulation [26],
The mu rhythm's purpose is unclear, but "may be related to somatosensory
processes associated with movement
[26]." The blocking effect caused by move
ment and tactile stimulation may indicate the mu rhythm represents "the idling
of a sensory system not processing specific input from the thalamic nuclei
[26]."
Delta and Theta
The delta rhythm's frequency band is below 4 Hz; theta's is between 4 and
8 Hz. Both rhythms primarily occur in deep sleep [26] making them of little
use in brain-computer interfaces; though, theta rhythms do appear in small
unorganized amounts in normal adults [26, 37],
BCIs based on Rhythmic Activity
Wolpaw et al. [84] developed a BCI using self-regulation of mu and beta rhythm
amplitude. After 5-10 half hour training sessions subjects can learn to increase
and decrease the amplitude of the mu or beta rhythm to control a mouse cursor,
and with sufficient training can achieve information transfer rates up to 25
bits/min.
Pineda et al. [62] developed a BCI based on the difference of mu power
at C3 and C4 using Cz as ground. Users were trained for 10 hours over five
weeks to generate mu activity under both C3 and C4 to move left in a virtual
environment, and to generate less mu in one hemisphere than the other to move
the virtual character right. Transfer rates were not reported, but all subjects
were able to demonstrate both types of control.
Brainball is a novel game developed by Hjelm and Browall [30] where a player
attempts to roll a ball into an opponent's goal by achieving a higher state of
relaxation measured as the ratio of alpha to beta waves. Alpha and beta self-
regulations are rarely used in BCIs because they require shifting between states
of relaxation and alertness. These waves have traditionally been restricted to
neurofeedback/biofeedback applications [1].
Doherty et al. [22, 21, 23] studied the brain-body interface Cyberlink [2],
which uses a combination of electromyogram (EMG), EOG, and alpha and beta
EEG for controlling various interfaces. They reported subjects with traumatic
brain injuries achieved accuracy rates between 44 and 100%. Though it is
unclear to what degree Cyberlink's control is directly from the brain.
Guger et al. [28] reported a large scale imagined motor movement BCI
experiment with ninety-nine healthy subjects. After 20-30 minutes of training,
93% of the subjects were able to achieve 60% accuracy by imagining moving
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their right hand (which extended an on screen bar right) or both feet (which
extended an onscreen bar left).
2.4.2 Event Related Potential (ERP)
Event related potentials (ERP) are changes in the brain's electrical activity
in response to stimuli. Unlike rhythmic brain activity, ERPs are short signals
with definitive beginnings and endings. These signals are also time-locked to a
stimulus, which can be auditory, visual, or somatosensory (touch). The following
is not an exhaustive list of ERPs, but a list of ERPs that have utility in BCI.
P300
The P300 is a large brain signal that is evoked by novel and task relevant stimuli.
These forms are designated P3a (novelty) and P3b (task relevance). The P300's
name reflects that it is a positive signal that peaks 300 ms after the onset of
stimulus. Most time related evoked potentials are named in this manner [45].
The P300 is also referred to as the P3.
N1
Figure 2.9: P300 waveform.
The P3a appears frontally when the subject is aware of a novel or infrequent
stimulus. For example, if the subject is presented with many low frequency
tones intermixed with infrequent high frequency tones (e.g. lows tones occur
five times as often as high tones), the high tones will evoke the P300 [45],
P3a experiments are often called oddball experiments referring to the infrequent
stimuli being rare and different from frequent stimuli.
The P3b appears parietally when the subject is aware of a task relevant
stimulus. For example, if the subject is repeatedly presented letters of the
alphabet one letter at a time and is given a spelling task, the P300 will occur
when the current letter the subject wants to 'type' is presented [45].
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Bennington [8] demonstrated the P300's amplitude is smaller when the sub
ject is passively aware of the stimulus vs actively attending to the stimulus (such
as counting when the stimulus appears) in oddball auditory and visual experi
ments. The P300's amplitude is also smaller and may disappear if the subject
is drowsy. The latency of the P300 increases with older subjects [45].
The source site for the P300 in the brain is unknown; however, it is thought
to be generated in the middle of the temporal lobe (medial-temporal); though,
this is unproven. Because the P300 is evoked by many different tasks there may
not be one source generator [45].
Steady State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP)
Steady state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP) are rhythmic waves that occur
occipitally when the subject is fixating on a flashing stimulus. The waves have
the same frequency as the repetition rate of the flashing stimulus. SSVEPs occur
when the stimulus flashes 10 times per second and up to 62 times per second.
Flashing beyond 62 times per second exceeds the average critical frequency of
photic driving (CFPD) [45].
Contingent Negative Variation (CNV)
The contingent negative variation (CNV) signal occurs when a subject is re
quired to respond to an imperative stimulus that occurs following a warning
stimulus, i.e. it occurs for expectation [45],
Typically, the warning and imperative stimulus are separated by 1-2 seconds,
and the contingent negative variation (CNV) begins 400 ms after the warning
stimulus, peaking up to -50 /iV at 800 ms [45].
The subject must expect and intend to respond to the imperative stimulus
for the CNV to occur [45].
BCIs based on ERPs
The P300's robustness across multiple individuals and the lack of training re
quired to utilize it makes it a desirable signal for BCIs. Donchin et al. [24]
used the P300 in a spelling BCI. Subjects were presented a six-by-six matrix of
letters and numbers with intensifying rows or columns every 125 ms as stimuli,
see Figure 2.10. The subjects concentrated on a letter and mentally counted
every time it intensified. In online trials 56% accuracy was achieved; offline
processing showed communication rates of 7.8 characters/min at 80% accuracy
and 4.8 characters/min at 90% accuracy. Bayliss [7] explored the P300 in envi
ronmental control using a virtual-reality environment where subjects were able
to turn on or off a light, tv, and radio, and were able to make a virtual figure
appear and disappear with Hi and Bye commands. Online accuracies ranged
between 67% and 80% across nine able-bodied subjects. Polikoff et al. [63] used
the P300 for cursor control using four compass points as stimuli.
One of the first BCIs was created in the 1970s by Jacque Vidal [79, 80]. Vidal
used the visual evoked potential (VEP) recorded over the scalp to move a cursor
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Figure 2.10: Farewell and Donchin's P300 speller interface. Rows and columns intensify
ever 125 ms. Image shows row intensification [24].
based on where the subject gazed. Sutter (as cited in [83]) created a similar
VEP system for spelling that used an 8 x 8 grid of letters that flashed red/green
40-70 times/second in overlapping subgroups. In Sutter's experiments, healthy
subjects were able to spell 10-12 words/min. Middendorf et al. [44] used a
different VEP approach by flashing multiple buttons simultaneously at different
rates. The button the subject gazed at was determined by the frequency of
the photic drive response over the visual cortex. VEP BCIs are considered
'dependent' BCIs because they depend on the ability of the user to control the
direction of eye gaze.
2.4.3 Event-Related Desynchronization (ERD) and Event-
Related Synchronization (ERS)
Lehtonen [37] succinctly defines event-related desynchronization (ERD) and
event-related synchronization (ERS) as follows:
Event-Related Desynchronization (ERD)
of a certain EEG rhythm.
is an amplitude attenuation
is an amplitude enhancement ofEvent-Related Synchronization (ERS)
a certain EEG rhythm.
Event-Related Desynchronization (ERD) and Event-Related Synchroniza
tion (ERS) are measured as a percent of increase and decrease in a frequency
band's power (amplitude) relative to a reference interval. The reference interval
is a block of EEG that occurs well before the event, usually during a resting
phase, and should not contain EEG associated with the onset of the event [60].
A pattern of ERD followed by ERS occurs in motor movement over the
motor cortex. For example, two seconds prior to moving a finger ERD occurs as
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the attenuation of the alpha band (8-13 Hz) in the motor cortex, predominantly
in the hemisphere contralateral to the moving finger. ERS occurs at the onset
of finger movement in the low beta band (16-21 Hz) in the same area. Similar
ERS following ERD patterns are also seen in foot and hand movement; though,
in slightly shifted beta bands [60] .
BCIs based on ERD and ERS
Pfurtscheller et al. [58, 59] showed event-related desynchronization (ERD) and
event-related synchronization (ERS) appear with imagined motor movement,
and have extensively explored their use in the Graz BCI [56, 54, 57]. In offline
evaluation, subjects achieved 80-100% accuracy with information transfer rates
of 3 to 17.2 bits/min [57]. In addition, Pfurtscheller's group has used ERD and
ERS to control a hand orthosis and for direct stimulation of muscles to restore
grasp function in tetrapalegics [55, 61].
2.4.4 Other BCI approaches using EEG
Slow Cortical Potential (SCP)
Slow cortical potentials (SCPs) are slow voltage changes generated in the cortex
that occur over 0.5 to 10.0 seconds [83]. Birbaumer et al. [9, 11, 10] studied
users'
ability to control the SCP's positive and negative amplitude with appli
cations in BCI. Birbaumer's group developed the Thought Translation Device
(TTD), which uses slow cortical potentials (SCPs) for two choice selection. In
the TTD, a cursor moves from left to right across a screen at constant velocity.
The cursor moves towards the top choice as the SCP becomes positive and the
cursor moves towards the bottom choice as the SCP becomes negative. Select
ing a choice takes 4 seconds. Users train in 1-2 hour sessions/week over weeks
or months until they consistently achieve 75% or better accuracies, then they
are switched to the Language Support Program (LSP).
The LSP [53, 52] extends the TTD two choice selection technique to spelling
by presenting the user with two banks of letters. Each letter bank contains half
of the alphabet. When the user selects a bank it is split in half and presented
to the user again to chose. In this way the user can progressively split the bank
in half to reach the desired letter. Users have achieved accuracies between 65
and 80% with information transfer rates of 0.75 to 15 bits/min.
Voluntary Movement Related Potential (VMRP)
Voluntary Movement Related Potentials (VMRPs) occur over the sensorimotor
cortex during actual or imagined movement, e.g. moving a finger. Birch et al.
[12, 13] demonstrated the use of VMRP recorded with "six bipolar signals over
the supplementary motor area (SMA) and sensory-motor cortex (F\FCi, Fz -
FCZ,F2 - FC2, FCr - CUFCZ - Cz, and FC2 -
C2)" in the 1-4 Hz band. In
a study with four able-bodied and three spinal cord injured subjects their BCI
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was able to classify the presence ofVMRP elicited by imagined motor movement
with greater than 94% accuracy [13].
Mental Tasks
Spontaneous EEG, resulting from a mental task, can also be to drive a BCI.
Suppes [74] performed a study using EEG to discriminate seven mentally spoken
words (first, second, third, yes, no, left, and right) with 71 to 86% accuracy. Ryu
et al. [67] achieved an 80% success rate discriminating between mental 'Yes' and
'No'
with twelve subjects using artificial training neural networks. These studies
did not attempt to control online BCI; however, Millan et al. [20] reported the
Adaptive Brain Interface (ABI) uses a neural classifier to discriminate between
mental states with online results.
In the Adaptive Brain Interface (ABI) [20], subjects choose three of five
mental tasks (relaxation, imagined left and right hand or arm movement, men
tal cube rotation, subtraction, and word association). A classifier is trained
over four sessions at five minutes a session with the subject performing the
mental task for 10 to 15 seconds. The classifier determines the subject's men
tal state every 0.5 seconds with a theoretical maximum information transfer
rate of 2 bits/minute. In real usage, subjects were able to achieve 0.22 to 0.68
bits/minute.
2.5 Errors in a BCI
Two types of errors occur in BCI: selecting the incorrect choice and missing the
correct choice [53], these are also referred to as false positive and false negative
errors respectively.
For many BCIs, the minimization of false positive and false negative errors
are diametrically opposed because reducing the number of incorrect selections
increases the number of incorrect rejections and vice versa. In this case, it is
better to reduce the number of incorrect selections at the expense of incorrect
rejections because recovering incorrect selections can be more frustrating as
the user must correct the error while incorrect rejections only require the user
to wait for the appropriate choice to be presented again [53]. If automatic
error recovery is employed the number of incorrect rejections can be minimized
without frustrating the user because incorrect selections are recovered without
user involvement.
2.6 BCI Performance Measures
Wolpaw et al. [82] proposed measuring BCI performance in bit rate to facili
tate the comparison of BCIs in different domains, such as spelling and cursor
movement. In order to calculate the bit rate, the bits/trial must first be found
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with the equation [82]:
Bt = log2 N + P log2 P + (1 - P) log2 ^~ (2.2)
where there are N possible selections, each of which are equally probable, and
P is the accuracy of selecting without error. The bit rate Bm, is the bits/trial
Bt, multiplied by the average number of trials/minute Tm:
Bm = BtTm (2.3)
Chapter 3
Related Work
The focus of this thesis is the development of a method to automatically recover
errors in a brain-computer interface (BCI). As with all non-perfect information
transfer mechanisms BCIs suffer from errors. However, error recovery and cor
rection in BCI has largely been neglected.
BCI research is in its infancy with continual exploration of the gamut of
functional brain signals in search for the few that are reliable and robust enough
for communication [24, 9, 12, 79, 59, 41, 22, 83, 74]. A majority of the research
also focuses on the technical side of signal classification in the noisy brain.
Signal processing researchers are turning their tools towards the EEG domain
as more data sets are available to them. Many algorithms have been looked
at to increase the classification rate of both evoked potential-based BCIs and
spontaneous EEG BCIs. These methods include simple linear methods such
as averaging EEG signals over multiple trials of the same stimulus [25], and
correlations between individual trials and predetermined subject averages [6].
Machine learning algorithms have been used to improve BCI accuracy with
techniques such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) for the reduction
of artifacts [34] and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for increasing overall
accuracy [42].
BCIs are dependent upon cognitive psychology for functional brain theories
to determine the user's intent. In 2000, Falkenstein et al. [43] noted cognitive
psychology ignores performance errors possibly because of a lack of error the
ories and inconsistent error rates across subjects. This neglect has resulted in
a minimal set of error theories available for BCI error correction. From this
research, the error-related negativity (ERN) wave has been studied and applied
the most [43, 47, 78, 15].
Errors in BCI are reduced through intelligent choice organization designed
to minimize the occurrence of errors, manual recovery where the user activity
selects a choice to recover from an error (e.g. undo), and automatic recovery
by a computer (e.g. identifying brain signals associated with errors or apply
ing domain knowledge to the choice such as with a spell checker). If a BCI
only presents two choices to a user (e.g. yes/no or on/off) the error recovery
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mechanism can directly correct selection to the opposite choice, while a BCI
with 3 or more choices (e.g. a speller) can only verify a correct response or, in
the presence of an error, undo the selection and represent the choices. In this
chapter the state-of-the-art error recovery methods are reviewed.
3.1 Choice Organization
The organization of choices presented to the user in a BCI can greatly impact
the number of errors that occur. Techniques to reduce the errors based on the
interface include: reducing the number of choices presented to the user, ordering
the choices based on their frequency in the domain (e.g. letter frequency), and
organizing the choice structure based on the probability of correct selection and
rejection to reduce the impact of incorrect selection and incorrect rejection.
In creating a BCI user interface, care must be made in the presentation
of choices. For example, in the chess domain a poor binary interface presents
choices for all 64 board positions to select a piece and again to place a piece in
order to make a move. In this case, the user must accurately select 2 choices
and reject 10 choices to make a move 6 choices to select 1 of 64 positions on
the 8x8 board, (/oe?2(64) = 6), 1 choice is selected and 5 are rejected, in order
to make a move two positions on the board are selected, the first determines the
piece and the second determines the square to place the selected piece, therefore
2 correct selections and 10 correct rejections are required. A better interface
only presents valid moves.
For example, only considering valid opening moves reduces the number of
choices to 4 (/o<j2(10) +log2(2) = 4) in the opening there are ten valid pieces,
eight pawns and two knights, and there are only two valid positions to place
a selected pawn or knight, see Figure 3.1 for example openings. Reducing the
number of choices in this way reduces the number ofwrong choices selected, and
may additionally reduce the time to select the correct choice if it is incorrectly
rejected because less choices need to be cycled through. This type of choice
organization also affects other BCIs, such as spellers and icon selection.
Perelmouter and Birbaumer [52] described a method for using a modified
binary Huffman tree in their Thought Translation Device (TTD) scanning in
terface. A binary tree created using the Huffman algorithm optimizes the repre
sentation of finite messages in message ensembles based on the probability each
message will occur in an ensemble [31]. For example, if messages are letters
and ensembles are texts in the English language, then the Huffman algorithm
will place the most frequently used letters near the top of the tree so that less
branches need to be traversed to select them.
In Perelmouter and Birbaumer's modified Huffman algorithm, the tree is
built using letter frequency in English, in addition to the probability of a single
correct selection (p) and the probability of a single correct rejection (q) to opti
mize a scanning interface. A scanning interface presents the user with a single
choice that can be actively selected, e.g. making the SCP's amplitude greater
then a threshold, or passively rejected, e.g. by not doing anything for a specified
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Figure 3.1: Example chess opening moves. Screen capture from Vektor3 3.1.6.
time out period.
In the modified binary Huffman tree algorithm they impose the criteria that
the "left child's frequency is not greater than the right child's
frequency,"
and
when two trees are combined the frequency of the new tree is the sum of the
probabilities weighted by p for the left child and q for the right child:
F (p X PleftChild) + (q x FrightChild) (3.1)
By building the tree in this way all left children are selections and right
children are the new choices to present because the left child was rejected.
In addition to arranging the alphabet, Perelmouter and Birbaumer also
present a method of adding a weighted delete function to the Huffman tree
based on the user's error rate, see Section 3.2.1 for details. The modified binary
Huffman tree algorithm was presented with a rigorous proof of its optimality,
however, no experimental evidence was presented.
The choices in a BCI should be organized to reduce errors based on the
domain and the user's performance; however, choice organization will rarely
eliminate all errors. The remainder of this chapter reviews error recovery mech
anisms employed in current BCIs.
3.2 Manual Error Recovery
Manual recovery involves the user actively selecting an undo choice or actively
confirming the selection. Manual recovery is robust across users and only re
quires the user to be able to select a choice (undo or yes/no for response verifica
tion (RV)). Manual recovery's disadvantage is it reduces the system's overall bit
rate with the extra choice or confirmation. In addition, the process of selecting
the undo may cause more errors.
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3.2.1 Undo
When a user selects the undo choice the BCI application reverts to the state
before the last selection, e.g. an undo in a BCI speller is similar to the backspace
key in a text editor. Typically, undo only reverts non-undo commands; e.g. if
the letters p, i, and n have been selected, after two undos the BCI will revert
to the state with only p. This functionality allows the user to revert the BCI
state iteratively back to its initial state. Otherwise, if undo reverted undos the
user could not go back more than one state.
The undo is the simplest error recovery mechanism because it can be pre
sented to the user in the same manner as the main choices. The requirement of
an extra choice for the user to reject is undo's main disadvantage. This extra
choice reduces the speed of the BCI because presenting it takes time and the
user may erroneously select it incorrectly requiring the undo to be undone by
manually redoing the original action. Placing the undo in the interface follows
the same considerations discussed in Section 3.1: Choice Organization.
Perelmouter and Birbaumer [52] present a method for the optimal placement
of a backspace (undo) by weighting it according to the user's error rate in a
binary Huffman tree. In this way, the backspace will be available to the user
only as frequently as the user requires it, reducing the impact on the BCFs
speed and the probability of erroneously selecting the undo. Perelmouter and
Birbaumer showed when the probabilities of selection and rejection are less than
or equal to 0.952, the backspace key is the most frequent 'character' and is placed
at the tree's top-level.
3.2.2 Manual Response Verification
Manual response verification is employed when the communication accuracy
is more important than the bit rate [82]. In manual response verification the
user's selections are explicitly verified by an opposite target trial. When the
user selects a choice the result of that choice is the response of the BCI (e.g.
selecting the character
'b'
causes the BCI to respond with a 'b' on the screen).
To verify the response, the BCI presents the user with a yes/no trial. If the
user selects yes then the response is correct, if no is selected the response is an
error. The yes/no choices are positioned in opposite to the selection to reduce
potential bias from the position (potentially by the signal processing) in the
choice structure. For example, in a binary interface if the user selects the left
target on the first trial, on the response verification trial the left target is no
and the right target is yes.
Wolpaw et al. [82] analyzed manual response verification with offline data
from one-dimensional and two-dimensional cursor controlled BCIs. In the one-
dimensional task the cursor started from the screen center and moved towards
the top or bottom of the screen depending on the amplitude of the 8-12 Hz
mu rhythm or 20-25 Hz beta rhythm recorded over the sensorimotor cortex. In
the two-dimensional task the cursor started from the center of the screen and
moved in both directions (like a mouse cursor). 2-D vertical movement was
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controlled in the same way as the 1-D task. In the 2-D task, the cursor moved
horizontally by the amplitude in a "3 or 5 Hz wide frequency band centered at
10 or 15 Hz from occipital electrodes P07 and P08
[82]." Figure 3.2 shows the
response verification control flow in the 2-D task [82] .
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Figure 3.2: Example control flow from Wolpaw et al.'s manual response verification in a 2-D
cursor control BCI [82], The user wants to select A. If the user moves the cursor to A in the
upper left corner, the A is selected and the user is then presented with the response to verify.
In this verification task No appears in the position of the letter selected to reduce positional
bias.
The potential accuracy resulting from using response verification in a 1-D
task, Cid, is the probability that two single trials are correct divided by the
sum of the probability two single trials are correct and the probability two single
trials are incorrect [82]. This is shown in Equation 3.2, where p is the single-trial
accuracy, i.e. p is the probability a single selection is correct.
C\D
P
p2 + (l -p)2 (3.2)
From Equation 3.2, the increase in accuracy from using response verification
is greater with more accurate single trial selections (p) . Wolpaw gives examples
of potential increases when "p is 0.55, or 55%, Cid is expected to be only 60%;
if p is 75%, Cid is expected to be 90%; and if p is 91%,Cid is expected to be
99%."
The 2-D task accuracy C2D using response verification is similarly derived
in [82] and is dependent on the single trial accuracy of hitting one of the four
corner targets pq and probability of hitting the yes or no in the verification
phase p^.
C2D
PqPh
PqPh + (1-P,)(1 -ph)
(3.3)
Wolpaw notes Equation 3.2 is a special form of Equation 3.3 where the "first
and second trials have the same accuracy (e.g. when both have the same two-
target ... format)." The increase in accuracy from using response verification
is impressive when accuracy to select the yes/no, ph , is much greater than the
accuracy to select the four targets pg. For example, when ph is 90% and pq is
50% the new accuracy is 90% [82],
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As mentioned by Wolpaw et al. [82], manual response verification does pro
vide increases in accuracy, however, the overall speed of the system is decreased
by the addition of the verification trial and the occurrence of undecided tri
als. According to Wolpaw, "the RV procedure would only become worthwhile
in terms of information transfer rate if the second, verification trial were much
faster than the first trial." A fast verification trial is one of the goals of automatic
response verification presented in the following section.
3.3 Automatic Error Recovery
In automatic error recovery the computer detects errors and performs an undo or
selects the correct choice without confirming with the user. Automatic recovery
does not reduce the bit rate as manual error recovery does because it does not
present the user with an extra choice; however, because auto recovery systems
are not perfect, too many errors in correction can frustrate the user and bring
the overall bit rate down.
A goal of automatic error recovery in BCI is to utilize the
users'brain signals
to determine if an error has occurred. In this vein, two signals have been
investigated to automatically correct errors: error-related negativity (ERN),
which occurs when the user realizes a mistake was made, and the error potential,
which occurs when the user is presented with a response that signifies an error.
These signals are reviewed below.
3.3.1 Error-Related Negativity (ERN)
The error-related negativity (ERN) is an event-related brain potential that oc
curs when a subject makes a mistake in a performance task. The ERN consists
of a negative deflection, located fronto-centrally, which occurs 80 ms after the
subject incorrectly responds to a stimulus [47]. The ERN is also referred to as
the Ne (error negativity) in literature. The ERN is sometimes followed by a
positive wave Pe that peaks 300 ms after stimulus and may indicate conscious
processing and updating to correct and prevent future errors [47].
Blankertz et al. [15, 14] and Parra et al. [51, 50] have experimented with rec
ognizing the ERN in button pressing experiments where subjects were instructed
to press a button if an event occurred. Both researchers report successfully re
ducing errors between 15% and 20%. However no researcher has experimented
with the ERN in a task that does not require physical movement. Therefore, it
is uncertain how well the ERN will extend to BCI error correction.
3.3.2 Error Potential
Schalk et al. [71] described a positive deflection that occurred 180 ms after
incorrect selection over Cz. The potential occurred in offline analysis of 1-D
cursor control to select either 'Yes' or
'No' After the word was selected the
screen blanked for 80 ms and the word selected was presented to the user. The
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four users achieved accuracies of 93.9, 93.1, 85.5, and 85.4% in the original test.
Using the error potential for automatic error correction the
users'
accuracies
would have been 95.3, 93.2, 88.4, and 90.6% respectively. In addition, using
automatic correction would have increased the BCI's bit rate by 3, 0, 4, and 21
bits/min for the four users.
It is unclear why and how this error potential occurs as it is not mentioned
in cognitive psychology literature. In addition, it seems contradictory to the
established ERN ERP, which occurs over Cz at 80ms after incorrect selection
and is negative, however, as noted above, ERN studies have not been performed
without physical movement while the error potential occurred in data from a
BCI task. More experiments are required to validate the error potential.
3.4 Conclusion
Manual error recovery mechanisms are useful when high accuracy is required,
however, they can slow the BCI's information transfer rate because of the extra
choice the user is required to use or respond to. Automatic error recovery mech
anisms are ideal because they do not slow the overall transfer rate of the BCI
and can increase the accuracy. However, automatic error recovery techniques
are in their infancy with ERN having robust characteristics and a large body of
cognitive psychology research behind it, but no evidence for its utility in non-
physical performance tasks. The error potential was shown in an offline study
to increase the accuracy without decreasing the bit rate, however, its robustness
remains to be proven.
The rest of this thesis focuses on using the P300 signal, a well established
brain signal introduced in Section 2.4.2, for automatic error recovery.
Chapter 4
Automatic Error Recovery
Using P3 Response
Verification
A method to improve BCI accuracy by automatically recovering errors based
on brain signals that occur when the computer provides feedback to a user's
selection is described. Experimental results from an evoked potential BCI used
to control items in a virtual apartment are presented, and the existence of
the evoked potential P3 component in responses to controlled goal items is
shown. A reduced response exists when items are accidentally controlled. The
presence of the P3 signal in responses to goal items means that it can be used for
automatic error correction. Offline experiments were run and with a theoretical
mean improvement in recognition from 78% to 85%, there was a statistically
significant improvement (P < 0.008, Wilcoxon signed rank test) in accuracy of
3% using a correlation algorithm.
4.1 Introduction
Recent research has shown brain-computer interfaces to be an alternative control
method for those with severe motor impairment caused by diseases such as
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) as well as by spinal cord injuries [83, 48, 52,
12, 35] . Many algorithms have been looked at to increase the classification rate of
both evoked potential-based BCIs and spontaneous EEG BCIs. These methods
include simple linear methods such as averaging EEG signals over multiple trials
of the same stimulus [25] as well as correlations between individual trials and
predetermined subject averages [6]. Machine learning algorithms have been
used to improve BCI accuracy with techniques such as Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) for the reduction of artifacts [34] and Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) for increasing overall accuracy [42].
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There is another way to increase the accuracy of a BCI system. Extra infor
mation embedded in the signal can be used to make decisions. This possibility
has not been heavily studied, since increasing accuracy by using more informa
tion may actually decrease the speed of a system and the end bit rate.
Wolpaw et al. suggested the use of response verification (RV) for applications
that need a high accuracy more than they do a high bit rate [82]. Response
verification occurs when the classification of a choice for an individual has been
made and the individual is then asked to verify that choice by making a further
choice. Two types of errors are possible in a BCI: missing the correct choice (a
false negative error) or making a choice accidentally (a false positive error). RV
may improve accuracy by reducing the occurrence of false positive mistakes in
the data. Experimentally, response verification has led to higher accuracies at
the cost of a lower overall bit rate [82].
This thesis proposes a method to use automatic error recovery to increase
accuracy without decreasing the bit rate of a BCI system. Other methods have
been suggested to automatically correct errors. Schalk et al. [71] performed
automatic response correction using an error potential they identified in offline
data analysis that occurred over Cz after incorrect selection in a TD cursor
control task. An average 2.42.2% increase in accuracy was achieved with
response correction. However, Schalk states the error potential requires more
experimentation to validate its robustness as it is unclear why and how it occurs
and is unidentified in cognitive psychology literature.
Parra et al. perform automatic response error recovery for users accidentally
hitting a mouse button in a visual discrimination task [50]. They use the error-
related negativity (ERN) event-related potential for automatic recovery. This
potential is known to occur when subjects mistakenly respond to a stimulus
and realize that they've made a mistake. Unfortunately, the ERN signal is
difficult to use in a BCI since subjects do not normally
"accidentally"
make
a mistake instead a combination of faulty signal classification and faulty
subject control over EEG signals combine to cause mistakes. Since the ERN
event-related potential is difficult to use and the error potential is unproven,
this thesis proposes an error recovery method that depends on the use of the
evoked potential P3 component. The P3 component of the evoked potential was
independently reported by Chapman and Bragdon [16] and by Sutton et al. [75]
and is well established in cognitive psychology. This component is a positive
wave peaking at around 300-400 ms after task-relevant stimuli. While the P3 is
evoked by many types of paradigms, the most common factors that influence it
are the frequency of stimulus occurrence (less frequent stimuli produce a larger
response) and task relevance.
After offline analysis of BCI data collected for controlling items in a virtual
apartment, it was discovered that the P3 signal exists after a goal item has
been controlled and a reduced response occurs after a control mistake. The
difference between the P3 signal for goal item responses and mistakes may be
used for automatic error recovery and it will increase the bit rate of the system
as long as the majority of corrections correct mistakes rather than cancel goal
control.
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Offline experimental results indicate that with a theoretical possible increase
in accuracy from 78% to 85%, automatic response verification can increase the
accuracy to maximum of 80%. This improvement is shown using two simple
and well-understood algorithms: peak picking and correlation. The simplicity
of the algorithms and resulting improvements show the robustness of the effect.
It is likely that more complicated machine learning algorithms may improve
classification results. Since automatic error recovery is based on the response
to controlling of an item and not on the algorithm used in classification for BCI
control, the possibility exists for using this technique in multiple types of BCIs.
4.2 The VR apartment experiment
The virtual reality (VR) apartment experiment compared the similarities and
differences between the evoked potential P3 component in VR and looking at
a computer monitor while using an online P3 signal-based BCI. Results show
that the P3 signal is robust between different environments, although the system
bit rate was fairly low at 13.49 bits/minute [5]. Offline analysis shows that an
evoked potential P3 component exists in responses to goal selections while a
reduced signal exists for false positive mistakes.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setups for the VR and non-VR environments were almost
identical except that the VR environment is displayed in a head-mounted display
(HMD). Five objects or commands could be controlled by the user in the virtual
apartment: a lamp, a stereo system, a television set, a Hi command, and a Bye
command, see Figure 4.1. The lamp, stereo, and television all worked as toggle
switches to turn the items on/off. The Hi and Bye commands made a three-
dimensional graphic figure appear (for Hi) or disappear (for Bye). All responses
to commands were visual for instance musical notes appeared over the stereo
when the stereo was on.
A sphere associated with each controllable object blinked in the environment;
when visible, it had a semi-transparent red coloring. Semi-transparency was
used so that blinking spheres would be less distracting to subjects concentrating
on one specific sphere for a task. Approximately once per second, a stimulus was
provided when the sphere on a randomly chosen item appeared. The stimulus
would last for approximately 250 ms. The P3 response occurs for task-relevant
stimuli. To make the red sphere flashes on the controllable object task-relevant,
subjects had to count the flashes on a goal item.
Seven electrode sites were arranged on the heads of nine subjects with a
linked mastoid reference. Sites Fz, Cz, Pz, P3, P4, as well as an upper and
lower vertical electrooculographic (EOG) channels were used from the Inter
national 10-20 system of placement [32], For online recognition and analysis,
EOG artifacts were regressed out of the signals of interest using the algorithm
by Semlitsch [72], The EEG signals were amplified using Grass amplifiers with
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Figure 4.1: A sample scene from the virtual apartment. The television, stereo, HI
sign, BYE sign, and lamp are all controllable items. In this scene, a red sphere on the
television set is blinking.
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an analog bandwidth from 0.1 to 100 Hz. Electrode impedances were between
2 and 10,000 Q for all subjects. The data were recorded continuously and saved
to a file.
4.2.2 The Experiment
The experiment consisted of four tasks:
1. Calibration: The subject counted the number of sphere flashes located on the
virtual lamp on a monitor.
2. VR condition: The subject was fully immersed in the virtual apartment while
wearing a HMD.
3. Monitor condition: The subject looked at the virtual apartment on a monitor.
4. Fixed Display condition: The subject looked at the virtual apartment on a
fixed screen inside of the HMD.
The Calibration task was used to train a signal processing algorithm on a
particular subject's P3 signal response. A total of 300 stimulus presentations
were presented to each subject. In this task, subjects were told to count only
the lamp sphere flashes; thus, in this task only the lamp sphere flashes were
task-relevant and these flashes should have caused a P3 response. Since the
spheres flashed randomly over the five controllable items, 60 5 lamp flashes
occurred over the course of five minutes.
Tasks 2-4 were accomplished in a randomized block order and lasted for
approximately 5 minutes (250 stimulus presentations with the sphere flashed
randomly on items). These tasks involved online single trial classification of the
P3 signal in order to control the different items in the apartment. The time
taken for these trials depended on how many items were controlled, as subjects
received feedback for each item for which the signal classification algorithm
classified the trial as a P3 trial.
Due to the difficulty of signal classification, false positive mistakes (accidental
control) were possible as well as true goal control. In tasks 2-4, the subjects
received English instructions at the bottom of the screen indicating what goal to
achieve and each subject attempted to achieve that goal by counting the number
of flashes on the sphere located on that particular goal item. During each task,
the goal was chosen randomly and the subject tried to achieve the goal for up
to 50 presentations of the goal stimulus. When the goal was achieved, an action
involving visual feedback occurred in the virtual apartment (for example, the
room was lightened when the light was turned on). During the waiting period
for this visual feedback (1.5 seconds), no new stimuli were presented. Then, the
next goal was randomly chosen.
While the experiment involved online classification and feedback, an offline
analysis was done to compare the obtained P3 signals between different condi
tions. Only epochs with a maximum vertical EOG signal of less than 50 pV
were used. This reduced the possibility of EOG contamination of the averages.
From this analysis it was discovered that the P3 signals obtained in the different
environments were not significantly different from each other. Figure 4.2a shows
this result.
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zr
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Figure 4.2: a) The grand averages for control of goals at site Pz (solid lines) shown
with the grand averages for non-goals (dashed lines) in each experimental condition.
b) The grand averages over nine subjects for responses to goal item control (solid lines)
and mistakes in item control (dashed lines).
4.2.3 The Appearance of the Evoked Potential P3 Com
ponent
Since all items have a discrete control, evoked responses where items are success
fully controlled may be examined. The P3 signal occurs when subjects choose a
goal item and a reduced signal occurs when a mistake in classification is made.
Grand averages showing this result appear in Figure 4.2b. Since subjects could
have blinked or moved directly after an item was controlled, all trials used in
the grand averages had a maximum recorded vertical eye movement of less than
50 uY . The grand average for vertical eye movement is shown and while it is not
flat, there are no peaks around 400 ms when the maximal P3 signal appears.
The maximum signal for Fz and Cz are slightly larger than the signal for
Pz. It is possible that subjects found controlling items in a virtual apartment
to be "novel" and that would lead to a more frontal response. Controlled goal
items are task relevant because the subject achieves control and may go on to
the next task. It is hypothesized that false positive mistakes do not generally
cause this response since subjects do not always have to correct errors, so they
ignore them.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Using an Evoked-Potential for Error Recovery
The method to use an evoked potential for response verification (RV) is similar
to the response verification procedure described in Wolpaw et al. [82]. However,
instead of prompting the user to verify the selection with a Yes/No trial, the
system automatically keeps the selected item only if the evoked potential is
present.
If p is the single-trial accuracy for selecting goals and rejecting non-goals,
and q is the accuracy for goals kept when selected non-goals are discarded during
response verification, then the predicted RV proportion decided, D, is:
D=pq + (l-p)(l-q) (4.1)
This is the sum of the probability of keeping a selected goal (correct trial)
and keeping a selected non-goal (incorrect trial). The predicted RV accuracy,
C, is the probability a decision is correct and may be represented as:
C =
P<1 (4 2)
pq + (l-p)(l-q)
{->
When prompted in manual RV, the user's q probability is similar to the the
user's single-trial accuracy, but in automatic response verification the user is
not actively responding. This makes it difficult to predict the q probability. In
the experiment, the q was found to be less than the user's single-trial accuracy,
with a mean of 61% (P < 0.02).
4.3.2 Offline Analysis
The epochs corresponding to the nine
subjects'
previously recorded responses
from the virtual apartment experiment Monitor condition were labeled as goal
and non-goal responses. For example, if a goal response was the lamp lighting
when it was the goal, a non-goal response would be the TV turning on when the
lamp was the goal. These were further divided into responses with P3 signals
present and P3 signals absent, yielding four categories of responses: Goal P3
Present, Goal P3 Absent, Non-goal P3 Present, and Non-goal P3 Absent.
Two algorithms - peak picking and correlation were considered separately to
recognize the evoked potential P3 component in the Fz, Cz, and Pz channels.
Vertical-electrooculographic (VEOG) artifacts were regressed out of the signals
of interest using the algorithm by Semlitsch [72] . Response epochs containing
signal amplitude greater than 90 pV were ignored. This allowed for noisy re
sponse trials to be ignored. Ignoring a response resulted in items remaining
triggered. For example, if the lamp was lit, it would stay lit.
If the P3 signal was present on Fz, Cz, Pz, or any of the three channels,
then the response would be kept. This technique was used for both algorithms
compared.
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Peak Picking
Peak picking is a simple algorithm to recognize a P3 signal using the differ
ence between the minimum and maximum amplitude in a trial. A trial with a
prototypical evoked potential P3 component contains a large peak around 300-
400 ms and peak picking recognizes a P3 signal when the amplitude difference
is greater than or equal to a specified voltage difference between the minimum
and maximum voltage points within a specified time window as expressed by:
i \ i \ ^ f 1 : P3 Present . . .
maxto - nun(z) > r | Q . ^^^ (4.3)
where a; is a vector that represents the data for a single evoked potential
(EP) response and r represents the threshold voltage difference required to
accept a P3 signal. For recognition, the time window with the best results was
between three and six hundred milliseconds. The voltage difference threshold
was optimized for each subject using data from the Monitor condition.
Correlation
Correlation maybe looked at as template matching when correlation is per
formed between single trials and templates of a P3 and non-P3 signal. EP
responses were correlated with P3 and non-P3 signal averages created from the
Calibration task using the following formula:
cov(x, y)
Px,y = ^ (4.4)0-XOy
where x is a vector that represents the data for an EP response, y is a vector
that represents the P3 or non-P3 signal average to compare against, cov(x,y)
is the covariance of x and y, and a is the standard deviation of the appropriate
signal.
To determine if an EP response contains a P3 signal, the correlation between
the EP response trial and the P3 signal average was compared with the EP
response trial and non-P3 signal average according to the algorithm:
if ppz > t and pP3 > pn0nP3 then P3 Present
else P3 Absent [ '
PP3 is the correlation between the EP response and P3 signal average, pn0nP3
is the the correlation between the EP response and non-P3 signal average, and
t is the threshold set to determine the desired amount of correlation. The
threshold was varied in experiments to yield the best results.
4.4 Results
Figure 4.3 illustrates the response verification (RV) accuracy versus single-trial
accuracy for correlation. The figure shows that keeping a response if the P3
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was found increased the overall accuracy for each subject using the correlation
algorithm. Peak picking behaved similarly.
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Figure 4.3: Response verification accuracy vs original accuracy using the correlation method.
Solid line shows the original accuracy vs itself. Items above the line increased in performance.
Table 4.1 compares the best RV accuracies achieved by the two algorithms
against the original accuracy. An overall RV accuracy of 805% (P < 0.05) was
achieved by peak picking and 814% (P < 0.008) by correlation. All P values
were derived using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
In addition, Table 4.1 presents the theoretical best accuracy that can be
achieved in this experiment when correcting mistakes. Overall, it was possible
to improve the accuracy from 78% to 85% if all false positives were correctly
rejected without introduction of new false negatives. This indicates that 15%
of the errors were caused by missed goals, while 7% were caused by mistakes,
and of those mistakes, 3% were corrected using automatic response verification
in this experiment.
In order to calculate the bit rate, the bits/trial equation used was [82]:
Bt = log2 N + P log2 P + (1 - P) log2 N - (4.6)
where there are N possible selections, each of which are equally probable, and
an accuracy probability of P The bit rate Bm, is the bits/trial Bt, multiplied
by the average number of trials/minute Tm:
Bm = BtTm (4.7)
In the virtual apartment experiment N was 5 and Tm was 12 trials/minute.
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Table 4.1: Change in accuracy from the original accuracy when keeping responses with P3
signals using the peak picking and correlation algorithms to recognize P3 signals. The best
theoretical accuracy occurs if all selected goals are kept while all selected non-goals are rejected
(P calculated with the Wilcoxon sign rank test).
Subject Original New Accuracy Theoretical
Accuracy Peak Pick Corr. Best Accuracy
1 80 78 81 87
2 80 82 82 91
3 86 89 90 91
4 80 81 82 88
5 67 77 77 80
6 80 83 83 85
7 76 77 79 84
8 77 77 76 82
9 74 74 74 76
Mean 78 80 81 85
Std 5 5
P < 0.04
4
P < 0.008
5
Table 4.2 shows the bit rate for each subject. The overall increase in bit rate
was 1.26 bits/minute and the greatest increase was 4.01 bits/minute by subject
five. Subject five's change reflects the benefit of using automatic response error
recovery. Subject five's original accuracy was 67% with a large amount of errors
from mistakes, 13%. Through response error recovery the subject achieved 77%
accuracy. See Appendix B for further results.
4.5 Discussion and Future Work
The existence of the evoked potential P3 component for goal responses has been
shown to aid in increasing the accuracy of a BCI system without decreasing the
bit rate. While a gain in accuracy of 3% appears small, it is statistically signif
icant and on par with related automatic error recovery methods. In addition,
the original experiment was intentionally tuned to reduce selected non-goals at
the expense of rejected goals, which resulted in only 7% of the error occurring
from selecting non-goals. Therefore, the best increase in accuracy possible using
any response verification method with this data set is 7%.
The results appear robust and should be extended to a wider variety of
algorithms to show possible system improvements. In addition, the technique
needs to be used in an online experiment in order to show how error recovery
affects later subject responses. Since individuals adapt to BCI systems, offline
results often differ from online results.
Automatic error recovery for a BCI is useful and it is possible that the
recovery may be used in multiple types of BCI systems. While automatic error
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Table 4.2: Change in the bit rate from the original bit rate when keeping responses with P3
signals using the peak picking and correlation algorithms to recognize P3s. The best theoret
ical accuracy occurs if all selected goals are kept while all selected non-goals are rejected.
Subject Original New Bits/ixiinute Theoretical
Bits/minute Peak Pick Corr. Best Bits/minute
1 14.45 13.44 14.98 17.80
2 14.23 15.40 15.40 20.48
3 17.66 19.53 19.81 20.38
4 14.45 14.72 15.27 18.86
5 9.09 12.87 13.10 14.30
6 14.62 16.13 15.74 16.92
7 12.37 13.13 13.91 16.46
8 12.92 13.15 12.69 15.62
9 11.63 11.88 11.88 12.63
Mean 13.49 14.47 14.75 17.05
Std 2.38 2.32 2.22 2.65
recovery works for the discussed experimental paradigm, the existence of the
evoked potential P3 component may be tied to the experimental paradigm used.
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Chapter 5
Chess BCI Platform for
Experimentation
An experimental platform for error recovery was created to address the limi
tations of the VR apartment offline data analysis study. The VR apartment
error recovery study was constrained in three ways. First, the initial online
experiment was tuned to minimize false positives, thus limiting the number of
false positives for automatic error recovery. Second, subjects were able to ig
nore non-goal responses, therefore subjects may have received more stimuli from
true positives than false positives. Finally, subjects'reactions to incorrect auto
matic response verification were absent from offline analysis, whereas incorrect
recovery online will cause a change in the interface that the subjects may react
to.
The chess domain was selected for the platform environment because chess
is engaging and requires the user's full attention, chess itself is a slow game,
therefore the user may not feel as frustrated with the system compared to a
BCI speller, and chess requires 100% accuracy. The selection of the chess do
main was also motivated by a collaboration with researchers at the Institute of
Medical Psychology and Behavioral Neurobiology (IMPBN) at the University
of Tubingen in Tubingen, Germany.
IMPBN developed a brain-computer interface (BCI) to enable completely
paralyzed, or locked-in, patients the ability to communicate using slow cortical
potentials. Currently this system is used for communication between patients'
care-givers and researchers, however, one patient has requested an interface to
play chess, which he currently plays with his nurses using eyebrow movements.
The RIT Al Lab did not have the equipment necessary to record EEG at the
collaboration's inception, while IMPBN had a full BCI system, but lacked the
technical resources necessary to develop a chess BCI. Through the collaboration,
IMPBN's system would be used for online experimentation and their patient
would have access to a chess BCI.
The following sections describe the chess BCI platform for experimentation
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and the collaboration with IMPBN.
5.1 Patient's Brain-Computer Interface
The patient, MS at IMPBN, uses eye-brow movements and the Thought Transla
tion Device, an EEG Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) developed by Birbaumer
et al. in BCI2000 [69], to communicate. The Thought Translation Device (TTD)
uses patient controlled slow cortical potential shifts for binary selections. Slow
cortical potentials (SCP) are slow low frequency changes detected with scalp-
recorded EEG that occur over 0.5-10.0 seconds [83].
In operation, the TTD presents a user with two letter banks representing
left and right alphabet halves. The user has a time limit to shift his SCP past a
positive or negative threshold to select between the left and right letter banks,
respectively. In Birbaumer's experiments the time limit was between 4.5 and
6.0 seconds.
When a letter bank is selected, it is split in half and presented to the user
in the same fashion as above until the user selects a final letter. If the user
does not select a bank after two successive tries a 'go back' function appears as
an option to go back to the previous letter bank. After training, patients with
65-90% spelling accuracy can write 0.15-3.0 letters/min [9, 83].
5.2 IMPBN's Chess BCI Requirements
IMPBN had the following requirements, all of which were fulfilled:
1. Play chess against the user at various levels of expertise.
2. Allow the user to play against a human using the same computer.
3. Allow the user to play against a human across a network, preferably in
terfacing with an online chess program such as www.chessclub.com
4. The program must interface with the user's current brain-computer inter
face (BCI2000).
5. The chess application must run underWindows and interface with Borland
C++ Builder 5.5 code.
5.3 Chess BCI Design
Figure 5.1 depicts a high level chess brain-computer interface design. The chess
application is separated into a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that displays the
chess board and any information related to the game. The computer chess engine
is the program that plays chess against the patient. This design is based on the
majority of chess application designs that are in turn derived from XBoard and
GNU/Chess.
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GNU/Chess is a text based command line chess program where a player
issues move commands to the engine through standard input and receives op
posing moves through standard output. XBoard is a graphical application that
interfaces to GNU/Chess through pipes. XBoard provides a graphical chess
board where moves are made using a mouse.
GNU/Chess was ported to Windows and with it came the Winboard graph
ical chess interface, which communicates using the text command protocol. Be
cause Winboard is an open interface and Windows is ubiquitous, many chess
engine programmers, more interested in strategy and tactics than GUIs, wrote
their engines to use the Winboard protocol. There are now roughly 120 chess
engines that support the Winboard protocol [76].
As with many de facto standards, there are other competing protocols. The
most successful competitor is Universal Chess Interface (UCI), created for the
commercial chess engine Shredder. However, there are chess interfaces that
support both Winboard and UCI.
Most graphical chess interfaces, such as Winboard and Arena, allow two
engines to play against each other. This is beneficial as it allows engine authors
an easy way to test their engines against other engines. The chess BCI was
developed to leverage this ability. As shown in Figure 5.1, the proxy chess
engine interacts with the chess GUI as a normal chess engine, but proxies the
patient's chess moves, communicated via the BCI, to the GUI.
Windows PC
Winboard Protocol
Proxy Cfiess
Engine
Winboard Protocol
Computer
Chess Engine
a
A
Person
Figure 5.1: Chess Brain-Computer Interface High Level Design
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5.4 Implementation
The chess BCI platform consists of a Proxy Engine to communicate the moves
selected by the BCI to the chess program, modifications to the Winboard source
code for BCI, and modules implemented for BCI2000. Winboard was used be
cause it already had the functionality to play user against engine, engine against
engine, and either online with a transparent interface. Combining Winboard
with the Proxy Engine facilitated the fulfillment of IMPBN's requirements.
5.4.1 Proxy Engine
The Proxy Engine is a socket based client-server application written in C. The
client and server transmit text chess moves from standard input and output
bidirectionally to each other. When using Winboard for the chess interface,
Winboard starts the server as if it was a generic chess engine. The BCI appli
cation then starts the client. When the BCI, client, and server are ready the
server tells Winboard the "chess engine"is ready using the Winboard protocol.
By separating the Proxy Engine into a client-server model, the chess interface
and opponent chess engine can run on a separate machine from the BCI. This is
beneficial because the BCI and chess engine are processor intensive, and the BCI
may have its own interface that competes for display resources with the chess
interface on a single monitor. In addition, by decoupling the BCI from the chess
interface using the proxy engine in this way, a different BCI client can easily be
connected to the chess interface with a minimum amount of integration.
5.4.2 Winboard Modifications
The source code to Winboard was modified to present move stimuli for a P300
BCI. The pieces and squares flashed different colors to evoke the P300 and create
a move. Valid pieces and squares to flash are determined through hooks created
into the Winboard game model and move validation code. The code allows
piece and square stimuli to be grouped to create different stimuli presentation
patterns. For example, each square can be flashed individually, or squares can be
grouped into rows, which the user can drill down through to select the individual
piece position.
In the modified Winboard interface, the stimuli (pieces and squares) can
flash in three different modes: constant, cycle, or random. In constant mode,
each stimuli is flashed with the same color. In cycle mode, a fixed cycle of
colors is created, e.g. RED, YELLOW, GREEN, and repeated modulo the
stimuli. For example, if there are ten stimuli, SI ... S10, the flashing would be
SI-RED, S2-YELLOW, S3-GREEN, S4-RED, S5-YELLOW, ... S10-YELLOW.
In random mode, each stimuli flashed with a random color. These three modes
were implemented to test novelty, predictability, and habituation on the P300
response from the stimuli.
Finally, Winboard was modified to operate using a flexible stage flow to
control when events occurred in the interface. The stage system controls when
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the system pauses for the user to think, flashes the stimuli for piece then square
selection, moving the the piece to the selected square, and transmitting the move
to the opponent. Stages can be easily inserted and removed without affecting
other stages in the system.
5.4.3 BCI2000 Modules Implemented
Chess GUI Interface
A chess GUI was implemented as a BCI2000 application module to provide the
BCI fine grained control of the GUI not easily available in Winboard.
BCI2000 [69] is a BCI application written by the Wadsworth Institute in
Borland C++ and provides a flexible framework with separation of signal ac
quisition, signal processing, and the user interface. As mentioned previously,
the patient's BCI was implemented in BCI2000.
An oddball chess application module was created to calibrate the system
with the user's template P300 and non-P300 signals. In the oddball application
a random piece appeared around the chess board in random locations. The
pieces shown could be varied, e.g. king, queen, knight, and rook. A chess game
GUI was also created including piece movement animation. The open source
"Simple Chess Engine'' created by Remi Coulom [17] was adapted to BCI2000
to provide a chess game model and valid move generation for stimulus display.
EEG Source Acquisition Module
The RIT Al lab purchased a Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT) RA16 biosignal
amplifier for EEG acquisition after the start of the IMPBN collaboration. An
EEG source acquisition module was written to use the RA16 with BCI2000.
The TDT ActiveX driver was ported from Visual C++ to Borland C++ for
the BCI2000 acquisition module as BCI2000 is coded in Borland C++. The
acquisition module was implemented using a multi-threaded producer-consumer
model. In the implementation, data was stored in a list and placed on a queue.
A list pool was created to reduce memory creation and usage.
5.5 Discussion and Future Work
After the first milestone was released to IMPBN they stopped responding, pos
sibly because the student we were communicating with graduated by this
time the Al lab purchased an EEG amplifier, which the chess application was
ported to using BCI2000. After the experimental platform was created it was
found the amplifier transfered data too slowly for real-time multi-channel BCI,
therefore online experiments were not performed. The slow transfer speed was
identified after numerous tests of the system and hardware, and was found to
be caused by the Tucker-Davis Technologies driver reinitializing the USB inter
face after the call to transfer data. At the time of this writing Tucker-Davis
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Technologies developed a work around for this deficiency, and the Al Lab will
use this chess BCI platform for future experiments.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis presented a method to automatically recover errors by detecting the
P3 component for response verification, where the presence of the P3 compo
nent verifies the selection was correct. An overview of BCI was given including
a review of alternative error recovery strategies. The method proposed was val
idated in an offline experiment with data from a virtual apartment controlled
by a P3 BCI. In the experiment, the P3 error recovery method improved the
accuracy and bandwidth of the tested BCI using a simple P3 detection algo
rithm. This provides evidence for the utility of the P3 error recovery method
and justification for further exploring its application in BCI.
6.1 Future work
The P3 error recovery method was verified offline in an experiment where the
original false positives were purposefully limited at the expense of false neg
atives, thus reducing the impact of automatic response verification. If more
false positives were available in the data set the method could have more sig
nificantly increased the accuracy and bandwidth of the system. With this, and
the generality that false positives and false negatives are diametrically opposed
in minimization, an experiment to test the effect of minimizing false negatives
in the signal processing while using automatic response verification to minimize
false positives should be performed. In addition, it needs to be determined if too
many automatic response verifications slow the system due to signal processing
or incorrectly classifying the response.
Because offline experimental results generally differ from online experimental
results the P3 error recovery method should be tested in an online experiment.
Because the P3 is evoked by any task relevant stimulus this error recovery
method should also work in other BCIs and should be tested with them to prove
its robustness across BCI applications.
Schalk et al. [70] noted the error potential they witnessed may be a P3
signal, which somewhat contradicts the findings of this study. In Schalk's work,
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the error potential was found when the user was given feedback on an incorrect
selection, while in this study the P3 was found when the user was given feedback
on a correct selection. Schalk hypothesized the error potential may be an oddball
reaction to the errors because the subjects generally had very low error rates.
It may be that as users become more competent with the BCI system P3s move
from occurring on successes to occurring on errors. Further research is required
for clarification.
Finally, the P3 error recovery method proposed should be tested in a multi
modal error recovery system where it works in conjunction with other error
recovery methods. For example, using manual response verification when auto
matic response verification cannot decide if a P3 has occurred may increase the
overall accuracy with minimal or no reduction in transmission speed. In addi
tion, detecting the ERN when the P3 does not exist, and detecting the P3 when
the ERN does not exist, can reduce incorrect error classifications by increasing
the system's classification confidence.
Appendix A
Accuracy Equations
This appendix presents additional accuracy equations used in analysis of au
tomatic response verification from the point of view of using selection and re
jections of items instead of probability. The intention is to provide additional
information to aid in the understanding of automatic response verification.
In the following, selected and rejected refer to the user selecting and rejecting
stimuli, while kept and discarded refer to the computer keeping and discarding
selected goals during response verification. Selected and kept and rejected and
discarded are synonyms respectively, but this terminology was used to clarify
which stimuli and goals are being referred to.
Accuracy
A generic equation for accuracy in a BCI is:
. SelectedGoals + RejectedNonGoals
Accuracy =
TotalStimuli
where :
TotalStimuli = SelectedGoals + SelectedNonGoals + RejectedGoals + RejectedNonGoals
Where SelectedGoals are the number of selected goal items, SelectedNonGoals
are the number of selected non-goal items, etc.
Improving Accuracy with Response Verification
Response verification (RV) will only improve accuracy by discarding user se
lected non-goals. RejectedGoals are not changed because when a goal item is
rejected the user has missed the item and no feedback is given by the computer.
In addition, RV can erroneously reject previously selected goals and therefore
reduce the accuracy.
Selections are preserved in RV as follows:
SelectedGoals = KeptGoals + DiscardedGoals
SelectedNonGoals = KeptNonGoals + DiscardedNonGoals
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DiscardedGoals and KeptNonGoals need to equal 0 to achieve the theoretical
best accuracy RV can produce in a system.
Accuracy of the RV trial
The response verification is itself a trial with an accuracy. The accuracy of the
RV trial is also the q probability referred to in Section 4.3.1, and is defined as:
. _, , KeptGoals + DiscardedNonGoals
Accuracy of RV
SelectedGoals + SelectedNonGoals
New Overall Accuracy with RV
The new accuracy of a system using response verification is:
KeptGoals + DiscardedNonGoals + RejectedNonGoals
New Accuracy with RV
Categorization and Accuracy
TotalStimuli
Selections need to be categorized in some way for response verification to work.
Manual response verification requires the user to classify the selections into yes
or no categories. In automatic response verification with the P3, ERN, or error
potential the selections are categorized as signal present or signal absent The
following holds in this case:
SelectedGoals SelectedGoalsSignalPresent + SelectedGoalsSignalAbsent
SelectedNonGoals = SelectedNonGoalsSignalPresent + SelectedNonGoalsSignalAbst
Depending on what the signal indicates (success or error) one of two methods
is used to determine which category of selections to keep, and which to discard:
I: If the signal indicates success, then keep only selections with the signal present:
accuracy =
KeptGoalsSignalPresent + DiscardedN onGoalsSignalAbsent + RejectedNonGoals
TotalStimuli
II: If the signal indicates error, then keep only selections with the signal absent:
accuracy =
KeptGoalsSignalAbsent + DiscardedNonGoalsSignalPresent + RejectedNonGoals
TotalStimuli
Case I applies to RV with the P3; case II applies the RV with the ERN and
the error potential.
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Indeterminate Categorization
It is possible the signal categorization algorithm can respond with present, ab
sent, and indeterminate. For instance, the correlation algorithm proposed in
Section 4.3.2 can be modified as follows to produce this indecisive ternary out
put:
if pp3 > t and pps > pnonP3 then P3 Present
elseif pnonP3 > t and pnonP3 > PP3 then P3 Absent (A.l)
else Indeterminate
pp3 is the correlation between the response signal and P3 template, pnonP3
is the the correlation between the response signal and non-P3 template, and
r is the threshold set to determine the desired amount of correlation. In this
way, there is greater confidence a P3 is either present or absent. In addition,
the ternary automatic RV system can be paired with a manual RV system,
deferring to a potentially more accurate but slower method. See Section B.3
for offline data analysis on the VR apartment experiment using indeterminate
categorization.
Accuracy with RV and Ignored Responses
Finally, it is often the case that some responses cannot be used for response
verification. For example, in the offline analysis in Section 4.3.2 responses with
signals greater than 90 uV were ignored. By ignoring responses some Selected
NonGoals may remain; and the accuracy changes because some SelectedGoals
not counted in KeptGoals. The new overall accuracy equation is:
Accuracy with RV and ignored responses =
KeptGoals + DiscardedNonGoals + RejectedNonGoals + IgnoredGoals
TotalStimuli
This page intentionally not left blank.
Appendix B
Data used for Response
Verification Analysis of the
Virtual Apartment
Experiment Screen
Condition
Data was analyzed offline from nine subjects participating in a BCI virtual
apartment experiment to determine the efficacy of response verification using
the P300 signal. Overall results are shown in Chapter 4, while results from
individual subjects are shown in this appendix. Please see Chapter 4 for a
discussion of the experiment and main results.
This appendix consists of three sections reporting best results from the Peak
Pick, Correlation, and Correlation Indeterminate algorithms to determine the
existence of the P300 signal during response verification. The data was regressed
and epochs with signals greater than 90 pVolts were discarded as reported in
Section 4.3.1.
The Correlation Indeterminate algorithm is similar to the Correlation al
gorithm described in Section 4.3.2, however, if the response did not correlate
above the threshold with either the P3 signal average or the non-P3 signal
average the trial was considered indeterminate, and would not be affected by
response verification. See Section B.3 for further details.
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B.l Peak Pick
Table B.l: The number of responses used in subject averages. Condition:
Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak
Threshold: 61
Subjects Goal Responses NonGoal Response Total
1 18 12 30
2 15 19 34
3 3 10 13
4 13 15 28
5 4 24 28
6 2 6 8
7 12 15 27
8 12 11 23
9 3 4 7
Total 82 116 198
Table B.2: Stimuli from original experiment broken into selected, rejected,
goal, and non-goal. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick, Regressed:
yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
Subjects Selected Goal Rejected Goal SelectedNonGoal RejectedNonGoal Total
1 19 24 13 130 186
2 16 14 20 117 167
3 34 16 14 155 219
4 15 20 16 130 181
5 5 35 28 125 193
6 4 19 7 103 133
7 12 26 17 121 176
8 13 32 13 136 194
9 4 34 11 123 172
Total 122 220 139 1140 1621
APPENDIX B. DATA USED FOR RESPONSE VERIFICATION ANALYSIS OF THE
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Table B.3: Discarded EOG: The number of stimuli not used in analysis be
cause their signals were greater than the EOG threshold. Thus these were
unaffected by response verification, but were still used to determine the new
accuracy after response verification. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak
Pick, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
Subjects Selected Goal Selected NonGoal RejectedGoal RejectedNonGoal Total
1 1 4 1 20 26
2 1 1 1 5 8
3 31 15 4 44 94
4 2 4 1 22 29
5 1 5 4 15 25
6 2 4 1 20 27
7 0 8 2 47 57
8 1 2 2 13 18
9 1 9 7 34 51
Total 40 52 23 220 335
Original
Fz P3Found
Cz P3Founcl
Pz P3Found
Other P3Found
Fz P3Absent
Cz P3Absen(
Pz P3Absent
Other P3Absent
100 150
avepeak value
Figure B.l: Accuracies resulting from varying average peak for Peak Pick algorithm Re
gressed true, EOG Threshold: 90
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P3 Found
? Mean P3 Found
t Ongmal Accuracies
^ Mean Ongmal Accuracy
O P3 Absent
O Mean P3 Absent
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Figure B.2: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and P3
Absent methods (site Fz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick, Regressed: yes, EOG
Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61.
! 0 75^
P3 Found
? Mean P3 Found
f Ongmal Accuracies
^ Mean Ongmal Accuracy
O P3 Absent
? Mean P3 Absent
0 75 0 5
Ongmal accuracy
0 85
Figure B.3: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracv for P3 Found and P3
Absent methods (site Cz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick, Regressed: yes, EOG
Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61.
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P3 Found
? Mean P3 Found
-+- Original Accuracies
^ Mean Ongmal Accuracy
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Figure B.4: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and P3
Absent methods (site Pz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick, Regressed: yes, EOG
Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61.
P3 Found
? Mean P3 Found
-I Ongmal Accuracies
V" Mean Ongmal Accuracy
O P3 Absent
Q Mean P3 Absent
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Figure B.5: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and P3
Absent methods (site Any). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick, Regressed: yes, EOG
Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61.
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Figure B.6: Across All Subjects Response Verification Trials Goal and Non-Goal Grand
Averages. Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak
Pick, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
Figure B.7: Response Verification Trials Subject 1 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm- Peak Pick
Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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Figure B.8: Response Verification Trials Subject 2 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
Figure B.9: Response Verification Trials Subject 3 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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Figure B.10: Response Verification Trials Subject 4 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick,
Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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Figure B.ll: Response Verification Trials Subject 5 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor. Algorithm- Peak
Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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40
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Figure B.12: Response Verification Trials Subject 6 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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Figure B.13: Response Verification Trials Subject 7 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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Figure B.14: Response Verification Trials Subject 8 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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Figure B.15: Response Verification Trials Subject 9 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Peak Pick
Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Peak Threshold: 61
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B.2 Correlation
Table B.6: The number of responses used in subject averages. Condition:
Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Corre
lation Threshold: 0.68
Subjects Goal Responses NonGoal Response Total
1 18 12 30
2 15 19 34
3 3 10 13
4 13 15 28
5 4 24 28
6 2 6 8
7 12 15 27
8 12 11 23
9 3 4 7
Total 82 116 198
Table B.7: Stimuli from original experiment broken into selected, rejected,
goal, and non-goal. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation, Regressed:
yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
Subjects Selected Goal Rejected Goal SelectedNonGoal RejectedNonGoal Total
1 19 24 13 130 186
2 16 14 20 117 167
3 34 16 14 155 219
4 15 20 16 130 181
5 5 35 28 125 193
6 4 19 7 103 133
7 12 26 17 121 176
8 13 32 13 136 194
9 4 34 11 123 172
Total 122 220 139 1140 1621
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Table B.8: Discarded EOG: The number of stimuli not used in analysis be
cause their signals were greater than the EOG threshold. Thus these were
unaffected by response verification, but were still used to determine the new
accuracy after response verification. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correla
tion, Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
Subjects Selected Goal Selected NonGoal RejectedGoal RejectedNonGoal Total
1 1 4 1 20 26
2 1 1 1 5 8
3 31 15 4 44 94
4 2 4 1 22 29
5 1 5 4 15 25
6 2 4 1 20 27
7 0 8 2 47 57
8 1 2 2 13 18
9 1 9 7 34 51
Total 40 52 23 220 335
Original
F2 P3Found
Cz P3Found
Pz P3Found
Other P3Found
Fz P3Absent
Cz P3Absenl
Pz P3Absent
Other P3Absent
Figure B.16: Accuracies resulting from varying threshold for Correlation algorithm Re
gressed true. EOG Threshold: 90
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Figure B.l 7: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Fz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation, Regressed: yes,
EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.18: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Cz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation, Regressed: yes,
EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.19: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Pz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation, Regressed: yes.
EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.20: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Any). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation, Regressed: yes,
EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.21: Across All Subjects Response Verification Trials Goal and Non-Goal Grand
Averages. Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Corre
lation, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
Figure B.22: Response Verification Trials Subject 1 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor. Algorithm: Correlation
Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.23: Response Verification Trials Subject 2 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.24: Response Verification Trials Subject 3 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.25: Response Verification Trials Subject 4 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation,
Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.26: Response Verification Trials Subject 5 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.27: Response Verification Trials Subject 6 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.28: Response Verification Trials Subject 7 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.29: Response Verification Trials Subject 8 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
Figure B.30: Response Verification Trials Subject 9 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Fz. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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B.3 Correlation Indeterminate
Correlation may be looked at as template matching where correlation is per
formed between single trials and a template of a P3 and non-P3 signal. EEG
responses were correlated with P3 and non-P3 averages created from the cali
bration task using the following formula:
cov(x,y)
Px,y = (B.l)
0XOy
Where x is a vector that represents the data for an EEG response, y is a vector
that represents the P3 or non-P3 average to compare against, cov(x, y) is the
covariance of x and y, and a is the standard deviation of the appropriate signal.
To determine if an EEG response contains a P3 the correlation between the
EEG response epoch and the P3 average was compared with the EEG response
epoch and non-P3 average according to the algorithm:
if PP3 > t and ppz > PnonP3 then P3 Present
elseif pn0nP3 > t and pnonP3 > PP3 then P3 Absent (B.2)
else Indeterminate
Ppz is the correlation between the EEG response and P3 average, pnonP3 is
the the correlation between the EEG response and non-P3 average, and r is
the threshold set to determine the desired amount of correlation. The thresh
old was varied in experiments to yield the best results. If the EEG response
did not correlate with a P3 or non-P3 average the algorithm is indeterminate.
Variable averaging, described in the next section, improved the treatment of
indeterminates.
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Table B.ll: The number of responses used in subject averages. Condition:
Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Thresh
old: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
Subjects Goal Responses NonGoal Response Total
1 18 12 30
2 15 19 34
3 3 10 13
4 13 15 28
5 4 24 28
6 2 6 8
7 12 15 27
8 12 11 23
9 3 4 7
Total 82 116 198
Table B.12: Stimuli from original experiment broken into selected, rejected,
goal, and non-goal. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation Indetermi
nate. Regressed: yes. EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
Subjects Selected Goal Rejected Goal SelectedNonGoal RejectedNonGoal Total
1 19 24 13 130 186
2 16 14 20 117 167
3 34 16 14 155 219
4 15 20 16 130 181
5 5 35 28 125 193
6 4 19 7 103 133
7 12 26 17 121 176
8 13 32 13 136 194
9 4 34 11 123 172
Total 122 220 139 1140 1621
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Table B.13: Discarded EOG: The number of stimuli not used in analysis
because their signals were greater than the EOG threshold. Thus these were
unaffected by response verification, but were still used to determine the new
accuracy after response verification. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correla
tion Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Thresh
old: 0.68
Subjects Selected Goal Selected NonGoal RejectedGoal RejectedNonGoal Total
1 1 4 1 20 26
2 1 1 1 5 8
3 31 15 4 44 94
4 9 4 1 22 29
5 1 5 4 15 25
6 2 4 1 20 27
7 0 8 2 47 57
8 1 2 2 13 18
9 1 9 7 34 51
Total 40 52 23 220 335
Onginal
Fz P3Found
Cz P3Found
Pz P3Found
Other P3Found
Fz P3Absent
Cz P3Absent
Pz P3Absent
Other P3Absent
Figure B.31: Accuracies resulting from varying threshold for Correlation Indeterminate
algorithm. Regressed true, EOG Threshold: 90
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Figure B.32: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Fz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation Indeterminate,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.33: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Cz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation Indeterminate,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.34: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Pz). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation Indeterminate,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.35: Response Verification Accuracy versus Original Accuracy for P3 Found and
P3 Absent methods (site Any). Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation Indeterminate,
Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68.
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Figure B.36: Across All Subjects Response Verification Trials Goal and Non-Goal Grand
Averages. Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm:
Correlation Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.37: Response Verification Trials Subject 1 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.38: Response Verification Trials Subject 2 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
Figure B.39: Response Verification Trials Subject 3 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.40: Response Verification Trials Subject 4 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.41: Response Verification Trials Subject 5 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.42: Response Verification Trials Subject 6 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.43: Response Verification Trials Subject 7 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.44: Response Verification Trials Subject 8 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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Figure B.45: Response Verification Trials Subject 9 Goal and Non-Goal Grand Averages.
Keep response if P3 was found at site Any. Condition: Monitor, Algorithm: Correlation
Indeterminate, Regressed: yes, EOG Threshold: 90, Correlation Threshold: 0.68
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